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Caption for cover image.  Northern Poverty coastline from R.V. Tangaroa, with Mount 

Hikurangi on the skyline [Joshu Mountjoy, NIWA]
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R.V. Tangaroa Voyage Report 
 
 
Voyage Number:   TAN1114 
Voyage Name:   OS2020 Northern Hikurangi Margin Geohazards 
 
Departed:    4th October 2011 
Returned:    19th October 2011 
 
Duration:    16 days  
 
Area:  Northern Hikurangi Margin, East of Poverty Bay. 

(Continental slope, Hikurangi Trough, Gisborne Knolls) 
 
Vessel:    RV Tangaroa 
 
Personnel: 
 
Philip Barnes   (Voyage Leader, Geology)  NIWA  
Joshu Mountjoy  (Geology)       NIWA 
Steve Wilcox  (Seismic acquisition/electronics) NIWA 
John Mitchell  (EM302 multibeam)   NIWA 
Arne Pallentin  (EM302 multibeam/GIS)  NIWA 
Dylan Amyes  (Seismic acquisition/electronics) NIWA 
Ryan Cave  (Air compressors, mechanics) NIWA  
Stuart Henrys   (Geophysics)    (GNS) 
Andreia Plaza   (Geophysics)    (GNS) 
Tineke Berthelsen   (Geophysics)    (GNS) 
Brook Tozer   (Geophysics)    (VUW/GNS)  

 
 
1. BACKGROUND 
 
This survey addresses earthquake, landslide and tsunami geohazards on the 
northeastern Hikurangi margin of New Zealand, and is part of the Oceans 20/20 
Programme managed by Land Information New Zealand. The survey is one of two 
components of a wider Hikurangi Margin Hazards initiative in 2011-12, which also 
involves bathymetric baseline surveys along the southern reaches of the margin. The 
scientific programme represents collaboration between NIWA and GNS Science, and 
follows related research collaborations in this region.  
 
The east coast (Hikurangi margin) of the North Island straddles the boundary 
between the Pacific and Australian tectonic plates. This margin is characterized by 
the westward subduction of the Pacific Plate beneath the North Island, at a rate of 
about 4.5-5.5 cm/yr (Figure 1). The 3000 m-deep Hikurangi Trough, off Wairarapa, 
Hawkes Bay, and East Cape, marks the location where the Pacific Plate is thrusting 
beneath the submarine edge of the North Island.  
 
Subduction margins similar to this generate the largest magnitude earthquakes and 
tsunami on Earth. Notable examples include the devastating Mw9.3 Summatra 
earthquake in December 2005, and the recent Mw9.0 Tohoku Earthquake in March 
2011. In a previous evaluation of tsunami hazard and risk in New Zealand, completed 
in 2005, and in a recent, 2010 update of the New Zealand National Seismic Hazard 
Model, the Hikurangi subduction margin has been recognized as having significant 
earthquake and tsunami potential. To increase understanding of the geohazard and 
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risk, it is essential that we learn more about the tectonic deformation mechanisms, as 
well as the earthquake, landslide, and tsunami potential of this margin.  
 
The northern part of the Hikurangi margin, offshore Poverty Bay, is of particular 
importance, and has been identified as a priority region within the O2020 Hikurangi 
Margin Hazards initiative. The northern Hikurangi margin coincides with the fastest 
rate of subduction in the New Zealand region (45 mm/a), and thus includes New 
Zealand’s fastest slipping fault. The northern Hikurangi margin also coincides with 
subduction of a particularly high-relief (seamount-studded) section of the Hikurangi 
Plateau. This subducting roughness has a strong influence on the faulting, and long-
term geological evolution of the margin. This region has also experienced two 
historical M6.9-7.1 tsunami earthquakes (up to 10 m high), in March and May 1947, 
with offshore source locations very close to the Hikurangi Trough. The margin has 
very large submarine landslide complexes on the continental slope, and is also 
characterised by numerous earthquake fault sources in the upper plate above the 
subduction fault, some of which are responsible for long-term uplift of the coast.  

 
Figure 1. A. Regional tectonics and bathymetry of t he Hikurangi subduction margin. 
Black lines offshore are faults, bold at the deform ation front.  White dashed line 
offshore is an inferred division in the subsurface margin geological composition. White 
arrow is the Pacific-Australian relative plate moti on (mm/yr). B and C are general 
tectonic location. D is a schematic geological cros s-section across line A-A’. 
 
 
In addition to large earthquakes in parts of the northern Hikurangi margin, part of the 
subduction interplate thrust fault in this region also experiences geodetically-
determined slow slip with a recurrence of about every two years (Figure 2 – does not 
actually show SSEs). These slow slip events (SSEs), discovered only during the last 
10 years from continuous GPS measurements of land deformation, are small bursts 
(~100 mm) of plate movement that typically last 1-2 weeks, and occur at depths <5-
15 km below the seafloor. They are not associated with large earthquakes, but each 
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event releases slip relatively quietly on the subduction interface, equivalent to the 
displacements expected in M6.3-6.8 earthquakes if the slip had occurred suddenly. 
Such SSEs have also recently been detected on other margins such as Costa Rica, 
Japan, and Cascadia. The SSEs at the northern Hikurangi subduction margin, 
however, are among the shallowest, and best-documented SSEs on Earth.  
 

 
 
Figure 2. Tectonics and bathymetry of the northern Hikurangi margin. Heavy black 
lines show location of high-fold 2D MCS survey (05C M).  Fine black lines are low-fold 
2D MCS data. Red circles with cross (labelled) show  the drill sites proposed as part of 
an IODP scientific drilling proposal recently submi tted, October 2011. Purplish-red 
transparent area on mid slope is the envelope of vi able riser drilling targets into the 
subduction interface. Convergence rate (mm/yr) labe lled in red at trench. Most of the 
area on Figure 3 (survey plan) is covered by the re d box. Grey contours (30 mm 
intervals) shows area of the plate interface that s lipped in a SSE in March 2010. 
 
Two important geoscientific questions of relevance to this project are (1) can the 
same areas of a subduction fault that experience slow slip also rupture in large 
magnitude earthquakes? And, (2) what causes some plate boundary faults to 
become locked, releasing strain very suddenly in major ground shaking earthquakes, 
while some faults, including other parts of the same plate boundaries, may creep 
slowly, either steadily or in bursts of slow slip? 
 
To help address these questions, a major international scientific drilling proposal was 
recently submitted in the USA, October 1st 2011, to the International Ocean Drilling 
Programme (IODP). This proposal, involving proponents from GNS Science and 
NIWA, the USA, and four other countries, have requested D.V. Joides Resolution 
ship time for scientific ocean-floor drilling in a carefully planned transect across the 
Poverty margin, east of Gisborne. This multistage drilling proposal includes sampling 
of the upper plate (continental slope) and the subducting plate (Hikurangi Trough and 
Hikurangi Plateau/Gisborne Knolls), via shallow drilling (300-1200 m) at seven sites, 
as well as a variety of subsequent borehole installations and monitoring 
observatories.   
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In addition to gathering baseline and geohazard data of direct relevance to various 
O2020 outcomes, this R.V. Tangaroa voyage is closely related to the IODP drilling 
initiative. It is focused on the region off Poverty Bay, where both tsunami earthquakes 
and SSEs occur, where there are giant landslides, and where international scientific 
drilling is proposed to study the Hikurangi subduction faulting. The objective of this 
survey is to collect multibeam bathymetry and geophysical data (seismic reflection, 
magnetics) across and along the Poverty margin. These data will help constrain 
where, and at what rates, tectonic faulting and landsliding is occurring, provide input 
into models of earthquake and tsunami hazard, and contribute to the international 
IODP scientific drilling initiative by acquiring seismic and bathymetric data at 
proposed drilling sites. This survey will also benefit research studies of methane gas 
hydrates, and provide baseline data that will underpin other petroleum exploration 
initiatives. 
 
 
2. VOYAGE OBJECTIVES AND WORK PLAN 
 
Figure 3 outlines the work plan proposed at the commencement of the survey. The 
primary objectives were to:  
 

1. Collect and process multichannel seismic reflection and magnetic profiles 
over a series of lines along and across the northern Hikurangi subduction 
margin within a transect corridor off Poverty Bay.  

2. Collect and process EM302 multibeam bathymetric data from an area of the 
Poverty continental slope and Hikurangi Trough, adjacent to existing EM300 
multibeam data, so as to complete full coverage of high-resolution (30 kHz) 
bathymetry over the entire transect area.  

3. Undertake rock dredging from selected sites on the continental slope and 
Gisborne Knolls (subject to time availability). Sites were to be determined on 
board during the programme. 

 
Figure 3. Details of Tan1114 survey plan  at the start of the voyage.  Red lines were the 
proposed seismic reflection and magnetic survey lin es. Black lines were existing 
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seismic profiles. Line 05CM-04 is the black line do wn the centre of the corridor. Yellow 
dots are drilling sites proposed elsewhere in an IO DP scientific drilling proposal 
(submitted Oct. 2011). Blue transparency highlights  the area that was intended for 
multibeam EM302 data. See Figure 2 for general loca tion of survey area. 
 
 
3. SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES 
 
The following is a brief summary of the survey activities. A detailed activity log is 
provided in Appendix 1. 
 
The vessel was mobilized in Wellington on October 3rd and 4th with all equipment. 
Science personnel completed safety induction on Tangaroa by 1700h on October 4th, 
and Tangaroa departed Wellington at 1800h. With heavy weather in Cook Strait, the 
vessel transited to the offshore Poverty Bay region during the next 27 hours, arriving 
on site at 2100. A water temperature mooring was deployed in ~ 1000 m water depth 
on the upper continental slope in the survey corridor, and a sound velocity profile 
(SVP) was completed close by prior to commencement of multibeam surveying. 
Multibeam bathymetric data from the northern, upper continental slope were acquired 
during the first night of survey operations (Oct 5-6th). The 3.5 kHz subbottom profiler 
was switched off due to interference with the EM302 sounder, in water depths 
exceeding 2000 m. 
 
On Thursday 6th Oct, the multichannel seismic streamer, GI guns and magnetometer 
were deployed. This equipment was operated continuously, subject to various short 
downtime breaks for maintenance, until Sunday 9th Oct, when the equipment was 
recovered for maintenance of the compressed air hoses. Multibeam data were 
collected over the northern region until the seismic gear was redeployed at 1330h on 
Sunday Oct 9th. Seismic data was recorded until weather deteriorated sufficiently to 
abandon seismic operations on Monday 10 Oct at 2000h. For the next 2.5 days of 
bad weather, with swells consistently of 4-5 m, and strong 30-40 knots wind, seafloor 
multibeam mapping was undertaken. This contingency surveying extended the 
original scope of the northern survey to cover a larger area of the continental slope 
south of the Ruatoria reentrant. The multibeam survey was completed on Thursday 
13th Oct at 0900h.  
 
Three rock dredge stations were then completed in the tail of the bad weather. These 
sites (D1 to D3) were all positioned on middle slope ridges, along the center of the 
proposed drilling transect on seismic line 05CM-04. Following these successful 
dredge operations, the seismic equipment was redeployed at 1850h on Thursday 13 
Oct. Lines 11, 12 and part of 13 were completed in good weather, but with several 
recurring outages of the Price compressor, leading to downtime maintenance loops. 
Following one such outage 3 hours onto line 13, we abandoned seismic operations to 
reconfigure the back-up Reavell compressor. The vessel proceeded to dredge site 
D7, on the ocean floor east of Gisborne Knolls, whilst work continued on the 
compressor setup.  After two unsuccesssful attempts at site D7, we recommenced 
recording seismic line 12 in good conditions. Seismic profiling proceeded with lines 
13 to 17, these completing the regional seismic and magnetic survey lines by 
midnight Sunday 16th October. A series of relatively short seismic lines were then 
acquired over the Tuaheni and Poverty landslides (Lines 18-23), on the upper 
continental slope, during Monday 17th October. The seismic operations were 
completed by 2120h. Rock dredge site D9 was completed during the remaining 
survey hours until departure for Wellington at 0100h October 18th.   
 
During the transit en-route to Wellington, the vessel diverted to recover a NIWA 
oceanographic mooring, which had an unscheduled trigger and surface. The mooring 
was recovered from Lat. 41 27.516 Long. 178 29.267. R.V. Tangaroa arrived at 
Centre Port, Wellington at 0800h on Wednesday 19th October.  
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4. SURVEY EQUIPMENT DEPLOYED 
 
The following equipment was deployed: 
 

• DGPS navigation. 
• Price 185 cubic inch air-compressor. 
• Reavell air compressor (was available as back-up). 
• Two Sodera 45/105 GI guns seismic source, operated in true GI mode at 

~2000 psi.  
• NIWA’s Geoeel 48-channel seismic streamer, 6 X 100m active sections. 

Total cable length ~ 825 m. Tail buoy with beacon. 
• 6 digicourse depth controllers to be deployed on the seismic cable, three 

with compasses. 
• Sound velocity probes. XBTs were available. 
• Two rock dredges, maximum rock dredge water depths ~3400 m. 
• Seaspy magnetometer with towcable. 
• Simrad EM302 Multibeam + POS/MV motion sensor. 
• CARIS/Fledermaus processing computers plus dongles. 
• ArcInfo. 
• 3.5 kHz sub-bottom profiler with POS/MV motion sensor.  
• Simrad EA600 12 kHz sounder. 
• Water temperature mooring, for long-term deployment. 

 
Mariners were notified through official channels to avoid the vessel’s trailing 
equipment. 

 

 
5. DISTRIBUTION OF DATA COLLECTED 
 
5.1 Multichannel Seismic Reflection and 3.5 kHz Dat a  
 
The distribution of multichannel seismic reflection profiles recorded on this voyage is 
shown in Figure 4. These 29 profiles total some 1350 km of processed data.  
 
The basic metadata for each multichannel seismic line are shown in Table 1. 
Positional data for the lines, together with coverage of magnetic and 3.5 kHz profiler 
data, are summarized in Table 2. The distribution of 3.5 kHz data recorded are 
shown on Figure 5. 
 
The seismic reflection profiles include 7 regional dip lines (Lines 1, 2, 11, 13, A, 15 
and 16)  running down the continental slope, across the plate boundary, and over the 
Hikurangi Trough and the volcanic Gisborne Knolls on the subducting Hikurangi 
Plateau. These long lines (up to ~125 km) were collected parallel to an existing, high-
fold seismic section (05CM-04) recorded for Crown Minerals in 2005, which is the 
centerpiece of the IODP drilling proposal (Figure 3). Two lines (Lines 1 and 13) lie 5 
km either side of 05CM-4. We also lengthened line 05CM-04 by recording Line 2, to 
investigate the structure of Gisborne Knolls and surrounding plateau. In addition, by 
linking some of the longer transits between strike-lines, we were able to splice 
several sections together (e.g., LINES 4A, 6A and 7A) to construct an additional 
regional dip line (Line A), north of line 1 and tied to the Crown Minerals seismic line 
05CM-05. These regional dip lines were designed to provide images that will improve 
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Figure 4.  Distribution of multichannel seismic ref lection profiles, EM302 multibeam 
data (variably colour-shaded), and rock dredge samp les recorded on TAN1114. 
 
 
understanding of the upper plate (i.e., continental slope) fault structure and 
stratigraphy, as well as the sedimentary and volcanic stratigraphy that is entering the 
subduction system beneath the deformation front. Line 11 was designed to extend 
Crown Minerals line 05CM-45, on which the IODP drilling site HSM-09 is located. 
The outer part of this line was designed to image Hikurangi Plateau structure and 
stratigraphy adjacent to Gisborne Knolls, close to the Hikurangi Channel. 
 
The regional dip-lines were complemented by a series of strike lines running along 
the margin. These include eight lines about 35 km in length that tie the regional dip 
lines together, and pass over each of the eight drilling sites proposed in the IODP 
proposal (Lines 3 to 10). The stratigraphic ties from these and the dip lines in the 
trench will help resolve 3D architecture of both the accreting and subducting 
sequences.  
 
We recorded seismic data throughout most of the transits between lines, including 
loops. Although the seismic geometry is unfavourable on loops and turns, experience 
shows that these offline transits often prove invaluable for tying reflection stratigraphy 
between straight line sections.  
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Table 1: Summary of TAN1114 Seismic Lines. 
 

Seismic Line Length 
(ms) 

Sample 
Rate 
(ms) 

CDP 
Spacing 
(m) 

First SP Last SP Nshots 1 
First 
Day 
(JJJ) 

First 
Hr 

First 
Min 

Last 
Day 
(JJJ) 

Last 
Hr 

Last 
Min 

First 
CDP 

Last 
CDP NCDPs2 

Max 
CDP 
Fold 

Line 
Length 
(km) 

TAN1114-01 7999 1 6.25 1001 7580 6583 278 23 24 279 19 9 100 24234 24135 90 150.838 

TAN1114-02 7999 1 6.25 8002 10816 2817 279 19 12 280 3 39 100 11296 11197 25 69.975 

TAN1114-03 7999 1 6.25 11000 12949 1950 280 3 41 280 9 32 100 8039 7940 24 49.619 

TAN1114-04 7999 1 6.25 13004 15018 2019 280 9 34 280 15 37 100 8188 8089 20 50.55 

TAN1114-04A 7999 1 6.25 16003 17134 1135 280 15 40 280 19 3 114 4745 4632 90 28.944 

TAN1114-05 7999 1 6.25 18000 19670 1671 280 20 22 281 1 23 112 6774 6675 25 41.712 

TAN1114-06 7999 1 6.25 20003 21791 1792 281 1 24 281 6 46 100 7289 7190 24 44.931 

TAN1114-06A 7999 1 6.25 22003 22936 937 281 6 48 281 9 36 100 3943 3844 19 24.019 

TAN1114-07 7999 1 6.25 23000 24197 1198 281 9 38 281 13 14 102 4819 4720 22 29.494 

TAN1114-07A 7999 1 6.25 25001 26160 1161 282 2 27 282 5 56 100 4813 4714 24 29.456 

TAN1114-08 7999 1 6.25 27000 29085 2086 282 5 57 282 12 12 100 8487 8388 25 52.419 

TAN1114-09 7999 1 6.25 30000 31714 1715 282 12 13 282 17 21 100 6979 6880 24 42.994 

TAN1114-10 7999 1 6.25 33000 34975 1007 282 19 54 282 22 58 102 4267 4166 18 26.031 

TAN1114-10B 7999 1 6.25 35000 35685 686 283 3 3 283 5 6 100 2923 2824 16 17.644 

TAN1114-11 7999 1 6.25 36003 55917 6459 283 6 24 287 0 31 100 22995 22896 35 143.094 

TAN1114-12 7999 1 6.25 56003 60828 3031 287 0 35 287 10 53 100 10127 10132 45 62.669 

TAN1114-12T3 7999 1 6.25 62003 63003 1004 287 12 12 287 15 12 100 4059 3960 21 24.744 

TAN1114-13 7999 1 6.25 65000 69269 3393 287 15 14 288 16 22 100 21761 21662 45 135.381 

TAN1114-14 7999 1 6.25 70000 70436 437 288 16 24 288 19 1 100 3767 3668 9 22.919 

TAN1114-15 7999 1 6.25 72002 73393 1394 288 19 2 289 3 23 100 11344 11245 10 70.275 

 
 
 

                                                 
1 Number of shots (subsequent to removal of overlapping seismic data) 
2 Number of CDPs 
3 Transit line between TAN1114-12 and TAN1114-13 
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Seismic Line Length 
(ms) 

Sample 
Rate 
(ms) 

CDP 
Spacing 
(m) 

First SP Last SP Nshots 
First 
Day 
(JJJ) 

First 
Hr 

First 
Min 

Last 
Day 
(JJJ) 

Last 
Hr 

Last 
Min 

First 
CDP 

Last 
CDP NCDPs 

Max 
CDP 
Fold 

Line 
Length 
(km) 

TAN1114-16 7999 1 12.5 74000 75106 1107 289 3 24 289 10 2 100 4537 4422 24 55.462 

TAN1114-17 7999 1 12.5 80003 80878 879 289 10 5 289 15 20 100 3619 3520 17 43.988 

TAN1114-18 7999 1 12.5 81000 81455 456 289 15 21 289 18 5 100 1995 1896 16 23.688 

TAN1114-19 7999 1 12.5 82000 82354 355 289 18 10 289 20 18 100 1545 1446 17 18.062 

TAN1114-20 7999 1 12.5 85000 85420 421 289 20 20 289 22 51 100 1787 1688 18 21.088 

TAN1114-21 7999 1 12.5 86000 86235 236 289 22 52 290 0 17 100 1070 971 15 12.125 

TAN1114-22 7999 1 12.5 87000 87457 458 290 0 18 290 3 3 100 1984 1885 16 23.55 

TAN1114-23 7999 1 12.5 88000 88713 714 290 3 5 290 7 23 100 3045 2946 14 36.812 

TAN1114-244 7999 1 6.25 16000 32832 4066 280 15 39 282 19 52 107 12359 12253 74 76.575 

 
 

                                                 
4 TAN1114-24 is a combination of transit lines including TAN1114-04A, TAN1114-06A, TAN1114-07A and collected in 4 separate segments. 
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Table 2 Seismic line start and ending location.  

Seismic Line 

First CDP Location Last CDP Location 

3.5 kHz Data Magnetic Data Longitude (°) Latitude (°) Longitude (°) Latitude (°) 

TAN1114-01 178.3550720 -38.5599408 179.7519677 -39.2579920 Part Part 

TAN1114-02 179.7463104 -39.2558450 179.3187111 -38.9280470 No Part 

TAN1114-03 179.3184848 -38.9285201 178.9844130 -39.1634379 No Yes 

TAN1114-04 178.9853355 -39.1604452 179.2087867 -38.8900906 No Yes 

TAN1114-04A 178.9853222 -38.7548983 179.2046274 -38.8884873 No Yes 

TAN1114-05 178.9967328 -38.7964003 178.7433043 -39.0407425 No Part 

TAN1114-06 178.7445244 -39.0393355 178.9770982 -38.7833142 Yes Yes 

TAN1114-06A 178.9746714 -38.7818006 178.8280203 -38.6901822 No Yes 

TAN1114-07 178.8292568 -38.6907829 178.6712885 -38.9225255 Yes Yes 

TAN1114-07A 178.8728349 -38.7353198 178.6847185 -38.6349652 Yes Yes 

TAN1114-08 178.6856224 -38.6339741 178.4438119 -38.8929771 Yes Yes 

TAN1114-09 178.4431228 -38.8944642 178.6517279 -38.6384556 Yes Yes 

TAN1114-10 178.5308965 -38.5456915 178.3909186 -38.7480113 Yes Yes 

TAN1114-10B 178.3838853 -38.7324910 178.4963367 -38.8619380 Yes Yes 

TAN1114-11 178.4557347 -38.8628608 179.5629239 -39.6144755 Part Yes 

TAN1114-12 179.5626823 -39.6096584 179.5867327 -39.0668292 No Yes 

TAN1114-12T 179.6656781 -39.1385358 179.7388197 -39.3125688 No Yes 

TAN1114-13 179.7384069 -39.3123120 178.4012254 -38.6892663 Part Yes 

TAN1114-14 178.4016601 -38.6895163 178.5882461 -38.5626642 Yes Yes 

TAN1114-15 178.5905151 -38.5619398 179.2167101 -38.5992504 Part Yes 

TAN1114-16 179.2143352 -38.5989091 178.7945609 -38.4444249 Part Yes 

TAN1114-17 178.7954090 -38.4472489 178.5399936 -38.7747151 Yes Yes 

TAN1114-18 178.5399424 -38.7754630 178.5676028 -38.6720738 Yes Yes 

TAN1114-19 178.5621757 -38.6743674 178.4964650 -38.6348646 Yes Yes 

TAN1114-20 178.4974245 -38.6340847 178.4913657 -38.7495228 Yes Yes 

TAN1114-21 178.4910111 -38.7495467 178.5806163 -38.7837486 Yes Yes 

TAN1114-22 178.5816612 -38.7835941 178.3789106 -38.7630900 Yes Yes 

TAN1114-23 178.3794422 -38.7640414 178.3990415 -39.0944753 Yes Yes 

TAN1114-24 179.2078814 -38.8905638 178.5291785 -38.5458449 Yes Yes 
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Figure 5: Line locations for TAN1114 3.5 kHz seismi c data (blue lines). Black lines are 
MCS data collected by Crown Minerals in 2005 (05CM- 04 in red) and grey lines are 
GEODYNZ L’Atalante  seismic data collected in 1993.   
 
 
 5.2 Multibeam Bathymetry Data 
 
The EM302 survey covered the entire margin corridor across the continental slope 
and Gisborne Knolls, and a large block of the slope and Hikurangi Trough to the 
north (Figure 4). The total survey area covered with EM302 during this survey is 
approximately 8320 km2. Swath width varied from about 1 km at the shelf break, in 
150-200 m water depth, to 7 km in 3500 m water depth in the Hikurangi Trough.  
 
The deep water part of the corridor data were mostly collected on seismic lines at 4.5 
knts, and duplicated some existing EM300 coverage of Gisborne Knolls. The data 
from the slope were overlapped with existing EM300 data from the Poverty slope, 
south of the corridor. 
 
In the window of bad weather between 10th and 13th Oct, the multibeam survey block 
north of the corridor was lengthened to the southern edge of the Ruatoria re-entrant. 
These data are the first 30 kHz multibeam data to be collected from the continental 
slope between the Poverty and Ruatoria re-entrants, and surpass the existing 12 kHz 
EM12D data from this area. They extend from the shelf break to beyond the 
deformation front in the Hikurangi Trough.  
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Water column data were also recorded by the EM302 system over the entire 
coverage, in places revealing acoustic flares thought to be associated with fluid/gas 
seepage. 
 
 
5.3 Magnetometer Data 
 
These data were acquired over essentially all seismic reflection lines and transits 
(Table 2, Figure 4).  
 
5.4 Rock Dredges 
 
Samples from four rock dredge stations were successfully acquired (Figure 6, Table 
3).  
 
Stations D1, D2, and D3 targeted middle and lower slope ridges on the center line 
(profile 05CM-4) of the proposed drilling transect. During maintenance downtime in 
the seismic reflection operations, we had two unsuccessful attempts at sampling 
possible exposed sedimentary sequences and volcanics in 3500 m water depth on 
the Hikurangi Plateau, east of Gisborne knolls (D7, based on seismic line 1). 
 

 
 
Figure 6. Locations of rock dregde sites completed.  
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Table 3 Summary of Rock Dredge Samples recovered on  TAN1114 

Dredge 
ID 

Seismic 
section 
(planning 
waypoint) 

Target 
Depth 
(m) 

Date 
UTC 

Time on 
bottom 
UTC 

ship 
lat 

ship 
long 

Dredge 
est lat 

Dredge 
est long 

Time off 
bottom 
UTC 

Ship 
lat 

Ship 
long 

Dredge 
est lat 

Dredge 
est long 

Number 
of 
sample 
bags 

Sample 
description 
Bag 1 

Sample 
description 
Bag 2 

Sample 
description 
Bag 3 

Sample 
description  
Bag 4 

D1end 
RD_05CM-
4/A end -1011 

2011-
10-12           23:39:00 

38 
46.92 

178 
43.79 38 47.27 

178 
44.40 4 

Big sack - 
indurated, 
calcareous, 
cream 
coloured, 
mudstone, all 
in the bottom 
of dredge. 
Sample from 
the lower part 
of the scarp 

Grey with 
brown 
patches. 
Mudstone. 
More 
compacted 
than bag 3 

Grey with 
brown 
patches, less 
compacted 
than bag 2 

Biology  - 
one piece 
of coral 
branch. 
Clear 
plastic bag 

D1start 
RD_05CM-
4/A start -1106   23:29:00 

38 
47.08 

178 
44.021 38 47.47 

178 
44.72                     

D2start 
RD_05CM-
4/B start -1033 

2011-
10-13 01:31:00 

38 
48.65 

178 
47.46 38 48.99 

178 
48.13           3 

Lumps of hard 
rock ( similar to 
dredge 1) rock 
chiips of 
cream/brown, 
indurated, 
calcaneous 
mudstone 

Moderately 
compacted 
grey 
mudstone 

Biology , 
seaweed, 
tubeworms, 
gastropods & 
live crab   

D2end 
RD_05CM-
4/B end -868             01:46:00 

38 
4847 

178 
47.17 38 48.79 

178 
47.82           

D3end 
RD_05CM-
4/C end -1283 

2011-
10-13           03:21:00 

38 
49.32 

178 
48.90 38 49.70 

178 
49.67 3 

Well 
consolidated 
mudstone 
pieces 

wWell 
consolidated 
mudstone 
pieces 

Well 
consolidated 
mudstone 
pieces   

D3start 
RD_05CM-
4/C start -1489   03:07:00 

38 
49.46 

178 
49.17 38 49.83 

178 
49.91                     

D7start 
TAN1114-
2/A start -3521 

2011-
10-14 20:20:00 

39 
12.91 

179 
37.64               0 

Dredge empty: 
will try site 
again (7A)       

D7end 
TAN1114-
2/A end -3513             20:39:00 

39 
13.21 

79 
37.62               

D7Astart 
TAN1114-
2/A start -3521 

2011-
10-14 23:14:00 

39 
13.61 

179 
37.41 39 11.96 

179 
37.94           0 

Dredge empty 
again       

D7Aend 
TAN1114-
2/A end -3513             23:28:00 

39 
13.93 

179 
37.45 39 12.27 

179 
37.84           

D9start 
TAN1114-
11  start -1542 

2011-
10-17 10:22:00 

38 
58.61 

178 
42.79 38 59.09 

178 
43.27           3 

Mixed 
moderately 
compacted 
grey mst and 
greeinsh sst. 
Likely 
Miocene. No 
older material 
from lower 
target. 

Mixed 
moderately 
compacted 
grey mst and 
greeinsh sst.  

Mixed 
moderately 
compacted 
grey mst and 
greeinsh sst.    

D9end 
TAN1114-
11  end -1320             10:37:00 

38 
58.39 

178 
42.59 38 58.88 

178 
43.06           
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6. SURVEY EQUIPMENT OPERATIONS & PARAMETERS 
 

6.1 Multichannel Seismic Reflection  
 
Following the R.V. Tangaroa KARMA voyage in 2010, NIWA’s seismic system has 
been upgraded to allow the real-time tracking of the streamer feather angle as well 
as incorporating new tow-cables, stretch sections, acquisition computer and 
reconditioned active sections. The system configuration is shown in Figure 7.  
 

 
 
 
Figure 7.  Seismic system configuration. 
 
 
 
 
6.1.1 Seismic Streamer 
 
Active sections 
 
The survey recorded 48 channels of data with a group interval of 12.5 m (Figure 8). 
The three recently reconditioned active sections were placed at the rear of the 
streamer. It was apparent during the first deployment that one of the reconditioned 
sections was wired incorrectly in that the near traces were shown as far traces and 
vice versa. This section was swapped out and replaced with the spare section. 
During the survey it was noted that channels 25 to 32 and channel 40 were wired 
incorrectly by Geometrics in the USA prior to the survey, in that the polarity was 
reversed (Figure 9). These channels are also on the reconditioned sections. The 
polarity of these channels has been corrected during processing and Geometrics will 
be notified of the QC issues. None of these issues had an impact on the schedule or 
quality of the seismic programme. 
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Figure 8.  Streamer and seismic source configuratio n.
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Figure  9.  Screen grab showing reverse polarity ch annels (normal polarity in blue, 
reverse in red). 
 
A typical overall noise level of 5.5 µbar was measured across the streamer in a 1m long 
period swell. 
 
 
Tow-cables 
 
The initial configuration used a 100 m armoured tow-cable at the head of the streamer 
followed by a 75m non-armoured in-water tow-cable. The reason for the 2 tow-cables is that 
the Geoeel streamer uses an ethernet network link to transmit data to the deck unit from the 
A/D units. These units have a maximum range of 100 m. To overcome this problem we use a 
repeater to boost the signal at the join of the 2 tow-cables giving a total tow-cable length of 
175 m.  
 
Following the first deployment where the last active section was swapped out due to 
incorrect wiring it was noted that the leakage reading as displayed on the Geoeel deck unit 
was high. The new armoured tow cable at the head of the streamer was swapped out and 
replaced with a new reconditioned armoured tow cable. The leakage fault was no longer 
present but this resulted on a 10 m decrease in the offset of the 1st active channel from the 
ship, as the replacement tow cable is 90m in length compared to the 100 m of the original. 
The resulting tow-cable length was 165 m. 
 
 
Depth control 
 
The new CSMX depth control system worked well with the 5011 compass birds providing 
invaluable streamer feather angle information (Figure 10). The digicourse modem was 
configured to output a digicourse format serial string which then decoded by a conversion 
program and then fed to the hydronav navigation software as well as being logged (for one 
line) to provide ballast information for future deployments.  
 
The compass values from the 3 x 5011 birds provided information which appeared to be 
consistent with our observations and showed that for much of the deployment, when on line, 
the streamer towed true with little deviation from the ships track. 
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Figure 10.  Screen grab of CSMX display software sh owing bird depth and heading. 
 
 
The streamer was initially set to maintain a depth of 5 m but from Line 2 onwards it was reset 
to 7 m to reduce swell noise. The notch in the received record as measured on the 
acquisition system is where it was predicted to be at 120 Hz. 
 
 
 
6.1.2 Acquisition system     
 
The Geoeel deck unit and computer worked well during this survey. On previous voyages 3 
computers were required to control the seismic system whereas on this voyage one new 
workstation controlled the entire system (gun trigger, Digicourse level control and seismic 
acquisition) (Figure 11).   
 
A serial string containing the merged navigation information was incorporated into the SEG-D 
header with no problems or apparent latency issues. An example of the string follows, 
showing the time, date, ship/Tail buoy/ gun positions, ship and compass bird heading. 
 
06:21:05,23052010,Ship,34°51.3725'S,179°00.3810'E,T ailbuoy,$$$$$,$$$$$$,Gun,34°51.39
07'S,179°00.3451'E,Ship head True, 53.2,4C10,8.3,3. 0,C11,2.8,5.0,C12,1.0,4.6, 
time_compass,06:21:05,depth 12kHz ,###,   
 
 
 
6.1.3 Navigation 
 
The Hydropro navigation software from Trimble was used to merge depth, DGPS position 
(POSMV fwd antenna accurate to +/- 0.4m) and streamer geometry information into a format 
which could be easily interpreted by the seismic watch keepers. A serial string containing 
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smoothed ships navigation, interpolated gun position, and bird compass information was fed 
from the navigation computer into the Geoeel seismic acquisition computer to be logged with 
the SEG-D files and subsequently used in data processing. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 11.  Seismic acquisition system. 
 
 
 
6.1.4 Seismic Source 
 
A dual GI gun (2 x 45/105) system was used for this project in order to provide a high energy 
record with a crisp return. This is the third deployment of the dual gun system on R.V. 
Tangaroa (the first being in the Antarctic in 2006).  
 
The guns were deployed from the fantail using the “J” frame to manoeuvre the gun array 
over the side (Figure 12). Initially the lowering and raising of the guns was achieved by using 
the winch on the J frame with spectra cable but this cable broke due to chaffing on the 
streamer gun cables during rough sea conditions. Following this the starboard acoustics 
winch was used with a steel lifting cable (the same configuration as the 2010 KARMA 
voyage).   
 
The deployments and recoveries went well in trying conditions (wind speeds up to 35 knots 
and swell conditions of 3-6 m) which is a tribute to the skill of the deck crew and bridge 
officers (Figure 13). 
 
The streamer floatation was provided by mussel floats with two at the head of the hanger and 
one at the rear, attached by 4 m rope cables. 
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Figure 12. Dual gun hanger being deployed from fant ail. 
 

 

 
 
Figure 13.  Left: Starboard acoustic winch with gun  lifting wire.  Right: Gun umbilical 
deployment. 
 
 
 
6.1.5 Compressors 
 
The containerised Price SA-35WC 185 SCFM compressor was used for the majority of the 
survey which allowed the two GI guns to be shot at an interval of 10.8 seconds (25 m sailing 
at 4.5 knots) giving a fold of 12 at a pressure of 140 bar (Figure 14). The Price compressor 
operated well initially but progressively became unreliable due to its valves becoming soiled 
and needing frequent cleaning, as well as unexplained power failures which required the 
main control panel breaker to be reset.  
 
Due to this unreliability it was decided to changer over to the Reavell 5436 75 SCFM 
compressor (from event 67000) which allowed the GI Guns to be shot at an interval of  21.6 
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seconds (50m sailing at 4.5 knots) giving a fold of 6 at a pressure of 131 bar. The Reavell 
compressor was mostly reliable although it required restarting every few hours due to the 
compressor stopping. These stoppages did not impact on the data quality due to the air 
reservoir system buffering the air output to the guns. 
 
There appears to be a link between the Reavell and Price compressors tripping in that no 
fault indication is displayed on either of the compressor control panels i.e. the fault could be 
due to an external source such as the ships power supply.   
 

 
 
Figure 14.  Deck  layout showing containerised seis mic compressors, streamer winch, spare 
section reel and Dynacon gun umbilical winch. 
 
6.1.6 Summary 
 
The TAN1114 seismic survey was very successful, with high quality data being acquired on 
more-than-planned lines. The programme benefitted by the acquisition of control hardware 
and software, as well as new and refurbished seismic streamer components. The entire 
survey was collected with a 600 m long, 48-channel streamer with few system failures. 
 
 
6.2 Knudsen 3.5 kHz Subbottom Profiler 
 

Digital high-resolution seismic data was collected using the hull mounted Knudsen Chirp 
3260 3.5 kHz Subbottom Profiler. In water depths less than 2000 m the 3.5 kHz seismic 
records were excellent. In water depths over 2000 m the instrument was switched off as it 
interfered with the EM302 multibeam system in these water depths.  This interference will be 
addressed in the future by synchronizing firing of the chirp system with the multibeam pulse.  

We extracted segy data from the recorded format for post processing using the freeware 
Seisee, enabling the record to be spliced together across phase shifts (see section 7.2).  
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6.3 EM302 Multibeam Bathymetry  
 

6.3.1 Bathymetry 
 

The EM302 multibeam system collected excellent data, with data quality in poor weather 
remaining very good when recorded under reduced vessel speed of 5-6  knts. Line 
orientation and scheduling in the northern block were adjusted where necessary for weather 
conditions. Sharp turns and loops were not logged to avoid noisy data.  

The data were cleaned and processed onboard in Caris. Noise in the multibeam data 
resulting from contemporaneous airgun seismic shots and multibeam soundings were edited 
during data cleaning. 

Two SVPs were sufficient to cover the variation in water velocity structure across the region. 

 
6.3.2 Water Column Data 
 

Water column data was also logged from the EM302 system. The data is able to be imported 
into FM Midwater (Fleidermaus software product) for viewing in profile (Figure 15). Selected 
portions of the record can then be viewed in Fleidermaus as a point cloud. No processing 
was carried out on board. The data are of good quality. Observed water column features, 
including possible acoustic flares associated with gas bubble seepage, were compared 
against 12 kHz profiles from the EA600 on the bridge and are consistent with this record. 

 
Figure 15. Water column flare detected on the outer  shelf, in EM302 multibeam data.  
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6.4 Magnetometer  
 

The magnetic survey was carried out using a Sea SPY Overhauser magnetometer. The 
purpose was to obtain magnetic data along the same lines as seismic data. Towed in 
conjunction with the seismic streamer and GI guns, the magnetometer was deployed on the 
ships starboard side using a boom, such that the cable was distanced as far as possible from 
the streamer. A 400 meter tow cable was wound onto the forward deck drum and connected 
to the magnetometer nose. Layback was 500 meters for line 1 and 140 meters for all other 
lines. The deployment with the seismic trailing equipment led to increased caution on 
navigation turns, so to avoid cable cross-over.  
 
Magnetometer data was captured in SeaLINK software using a 1Hz cycling rate. The 
magnetic data was merged with a GGA GPS string and was synced to UTC time. An 
isolation transceiver allowed two-way communication between the magnetometer and PC.  
 
Raw data output file convention: 

- Sl_data_xx.mag  (ASCII raw data) 
- Sl_info_xx.XYZ (ASCII position and data) 
- Sl_nmea_xx.txt (Raw GPS data) 
-  

The data will be processed and analysed at a later date on shore.   
 

6.5 Temperature Mooring 
 
The water temperature mooring deployed on October 5th was located on the upper Poverty 
Bay continental slope on the following vessel coordinates: 
 
Lat. 38.7279, 178.6631,  
Water depth 1029m (sounder depth) 
NZST  20:47:50  
 
The mooring was then ranged to at the following three sites using an acoustic hydrophone: 
  
Range 1: Lat 38.7306, Long 178.6690, water depth 1208 m (slant range), NZST 21:52  
Range 2: Lat 38.7269, Long 178.6700, water depth 1247 m (slant range), NZST 22:58  
Range 3: Lat 38.7254, Long. 178.6616, water depth 1077m (slant range), NZST 23:11  
 

A calculation performed by Craig Stewart (NIWA) of the actual mooring position on the 
seafloor is: 

Lat  41.217902 S,  Long 178.519482 E. 

 
 
7. SHIPBOARD PROCESSING OF SEISMIC DATA 
 
7.1 Multichannel GI Gun Seismics 
 
Seismic reflection processing was undertaken during the TAN1114 voyage in order to 
provide onboard processed sections to aid interpretation and make decisions on the voyage 
plan. 
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The processing was undertaken using the GNS developed GLOBE CLARITAS seismic 
processing package run on a PC using the LINUX operating system. The seismic processing 
procedure was facilitated by the Job Control System (JCS) component of GLOBE CLARITAS 
which functions as a seismic database allowing all data and jobs to be tracked and controlled 
through a system of master files.  
 
A total of 29 seismic lines were acquired and processed (Figure 4 and Table 1) giving 1350 
km of multichannel seismic reflection data.  Seismic reflection lines were processed to time-
migrated sections within a day of completing acquisition. Processing through to final SEG-Y 
formatted files was completed on board prior to disembarking.  
 
Shot navigation 
 
The Geometrics Geoeel logging system was able to log the navigator’s “fix number”, GPS 
time stamp, latitude/longitude coordinate in the SEG-D “user” header continuously 
throughout a survey line. This user header string was decoded and written to disk when 
converting from SEG-D to SEG-Y formats. A shell script was written to extract navigation fix 
number, shot coordinates, and shot time. This information allowed us to monitor shot 
numbers and assign line geometry.  

Recording parameters and line geometry 
 
The seismic streamer comprised 48 channels at 12.5 m receiver spacing. The near trace 
(group centre) offset from the airgun sound source was 128 m and far offset 728 m. The 
streamer depth was nominally 7.5 m, apart from TAN1114-01 where the gun and streamer 
were towed at 5 m depth. The twin Generator-Injector (total volume = 300 in3) airgun source 
was fired at 10.8 s intervals (nominally 25 m shot spacing: see Figure 16a) and towed at 7.5 
m depth. For part of line TAN1114-14 and lines 15 to 23 the shot spacing was increased to 
21 s (nominally 50 m) after switching compressors. A summary of recording parameters is 
given in Table 4. 
 
 
Table 4. Recording parameters 
 
SOURCE  
Source type: 2xGI Airgun 
Gun size: 45/105 in3 
  
RECORDING  
Sampling rate: 2 ms 
Record length 8 s 
Shot spacing 10.8 s (21 s for part of line TAN1114-

14 and lines 15 to 23) 
Number of channels 48 
Group spacing 12.5 m 
Tape format SEG-D 
 
 
There was little identifiable coherent data collected during the survey at times greater than 
7.5 s. However, 8 second records were recorded, principally to capture a full time series 
above the first multiple, especially in water depths greater than 3000 m.  
 
Most lines had bends in them and at times lines were interrupted due to compressor 
failures. Line overlaps, uneven shot spacing, missed shots and short gaps were 
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accommodated in the processing by using the GPS located navigation positions and “wiggly 
line” geometry definition.  CDP bin sizes were 5 m along the seismic line and between 100 
and 500 m across. It was decided to use a 6.25 m Common Depth Point (CDP) bin spacing 
where the number of traces in each bin is nominally half the number of channels deployed, 
i.e. when 48 recording channels were used the fold was 12. For lines TAN1114-16 to 23 the 
CDP spacing was increased to 12.5 m (equal to 6 fold) and bin size increased to 10 m along 
the line. The line of CDP positions closely tracked along the profile of shot point co-
ordinates, taking into account all the turns and bends. A total of 87712 shots were recorded 
and processed. By the time the overlap of line segments was allowed for this was grouped 
into 51167 shot-point locations. Table 2 summaries all the seismic lines recorded during 
TAN1114. 
 

Shot QC 
 
Seismic data were initially delivered for processing on disk in individual shot SEGD format 
files. For the purpose of processing we collated these SEG-D files into 1 SEG-Y file 
corresponding to each seismic line. A catalogue of lines is given in Table 1.  For every line a 
range of quality control analysis tools were implemented. One such QC display for 
TAN1114-02 is illustrated in Figure 16. 
 
The level of noise on every channel, particularly those adjacent to the depth controlling birds 
and section joins, was monitored to decide if these traces should be muted (Figure 16c). A 
near-trace plot (channel 3) of every shot was plotted to check for variations in line geometry 
or periods of increased noise level. 
 
A preliminary examination of the relative arrival times for all channels was undertaken to 
check there were no major streamer configuration problems. These problems, principally 
related to varying tow depths along the streamer were monitored on first arrivals (direct 
wave). After correcting for water velocity the first arrival was picked across all channels. 
Assuming the water velocity is correct then any variation in the travel-time of the first arrival 
will be due to variations in the depth of the streamer, feathering angle, or noisy data. The 
picked first arrival travel-times variations for line TAN1114-02 are plotted in Figure 16b. 
Variation in streamer geometry was also monitored interactively on Common-Depth-Point 
(CDP) trace plots by examining the normal-moveout corrected arrival times and the 
waveform for the seafloor on various traces within a CDP. No tow-depth problems were 
noted during surveying. In general, the data quality was excellent on all lines.  
 
Examination of shot gathers showed that channels 25-33 and channel 40 were reverse 
polarity with respect to the rest of the channels. This problem was corrected early in the 
processing sequence.  
 

Noise 
 
In general, the noise levels on the seismic recording were generally moderate to low on 
most channels and this is reflected in the high degree of detail that can be seen in the 
sedimentary sequences on most of the lines. 

 

Suspect channels were clearly visible on tape QC displays shown in Figure 16b and c. In 
general channels 9, 17, 25, 33, and 40 were noisy as they were those closest to the 
streamer leveling “birds” and streamer joins and were sometimes muted.  
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Figure 16: Shot QC plots for TAN1114-02. (a) Shot d istance variation and histogram.  (b) First arrival  travel time variation. First arrivals were 
corrected for water velocity and differences from a  flat event were diagnostic of bad channels or arra y depth and feathering variations. (d). RMS 
amplitude of seismic traces used to detect noisy ch annels or shots.
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Processing sequence 
 
The primary objectives of seismic processing were to produce final stack and migrated 
seismic lines onboard for making decisions to vary the work plan, and for preliminary 
geological interpretation. The processing sequence for all the lines is given in Table 5.  
 
Post-stack migration (Finite Difference Migration) has been applied to the stacked sections 
to produce a dip-true image, this results in clearer resolution of structural features such as 
faults and folds, and of detailed sedimentary features such as on-lapping and drift patterns.  
 
The sea-floor multiple reflections disturb structural imaging especially in water depths less 
than 500 m. NMO correction using picked RMS velocities and using a 80% stretch mute 
may attenuate the multiple and is recommended for future reprocessing.      
 
Raw data were written to disk as IBM standard SEG-Y files. IBM Claritas Extended SEG-Y 
data were written to disk after geometry is added, after stack, and after migration. Shots 
were CDP sorted from disk during the stacking process to avoid creating large and 
unnecessary separate CDP sorted files.  A complete table of SEG-Y trace headers is given 
in Table 6. 
 
 
 
Table 5: Multi-channel seismic reprocessing sequenc e for TAN1114 
 

Processing Steps  Comments  

Convert data from SEG -D to SEG-Y  Shot data written to disk 

Shot QC  Near-trace plotted. 

Shot edits  Locate and remove noisy channels 

Add geometry to trace headers Receiver and gun positions and CDP geometry added to trace headers. Shot 
data written to disk. 

Time domain filter  10-35-150-200 Hz zero phase bandpass filter 

Sort to CDPs  Data sorted from disk. 

NMO correction  Using constant water column velocity of 1500 m/s.  

Stack  Stacked data written to disk. 

Insert missing traces  Insert sequential CDPs where there are gaps in line geometry 

Finite Difference time migration  Using constant water column velocity of 1500 m/s. Migrated data written to 
disk. 

Static  Static correction applied to account for streamer and gun depth 

Front mute  Spatially varying, 100 ms prior to water-bottom reflection  

Running Mix Normalised running mix of t traces to reduce random noise:  
weighted 0.1 0.2 0.5 1 0.5 0.2 0.1 

Write SEG -Y traces  Write SEG-Y traces to disk (stack and migrated) – see Table 6 

Automatic Gain Control applied  500 ms 

Trace sum  Sum two adjacent traces for display purposes 

Raster display RTL and TIFF formatted output files 
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SEG-Y Trace header definition 
 
Table 6. Summary of SEG-Y trace headers for TAN1114 data 
 
Header Name Bytes Description Stack Migrate 
Reel 5-8 Trace number within the file Yes Yes 

Recordnum 9-12 Original field record number5 SP no. SP no. 

Ftrace 13-16 Trace number within field record - - 

Sourcenum 17-20 Equivalent Shotid  (x 10) of the source in the CDP domain Yes Yes 

CDP 21-24 CDP number Yes Yes 

Cdptrace 25-28 Trace number within CDP 1 1 

Offset 37-40 Distance from source to receiver - - 

Rec_ht 41-44 
Streamer height above surface (+ve downwards -streamer 
tow depth) Yes Yes 

Source_ht 45-48 Height of source above surface - - 

Source_dep 49-52 Depth of source beneath surface (+ve downwards) Yes Yes 

Source_water 61-64 Thickness of water column beneath the source (ms) Yes Yes 

Rec_water 65-68 Thickness of water column beneath the receiver  - - 

Ht_scale 69-70 Scalar to apply to all height coordinates 1 1 

Coord_scale 71-72 Scalar to apply to all horizontal coordinates -10 -10 

Source_X 73-76 
Source point East (decimeters)   NZTM=Source_X /10+  
1600000 Yes Yes 

Source_Y 77-80 Source point North (decimeters) 
NZTM=Source_Y /10+10000000 Yes Yes 

Rec_x 81-84 Receiver easting - - 

Rec_y 85-88 Receiver northing - - 

Coord_unit 89-90 Units for xy coordinates 1 = Metres/feet, 2 = degrees 1 1 

Weath_vel 91-92 Weathering velocity 1500 1500 

Total_Static 103-104 
Static shift (ms up) applied to account for source and 
streamer depth  121 121 

Delay 109-110 Source_water -120 ms: used to mute to the seafloor Yes Yes 

Data_start 111-112 Number of first non-zero sample (after front mute) - - 

Data_stop 113-114 Number of last non-zero sample - - 

Samp_num 115-116 Number of samples in trace Yes Yes 

Samp_rate 117-118 Sample rate in microseconds Yes Yes 

Low_cut_freq 149-150 Low cut frequency 15 Hz 15 Hz 

High_cut_freq 151-152 High cut frequency 
200 
Hz 200 Hz 

Year 157-158 Time of shot Yes Yes 

Day 159-160 Time of shot Yes Yes 

Hour 161-162 Time of shot Yes Yes 

Minute 163-164 Time of shot Yes Yes 

Second 165-166 Time of shot Yes Yes 

Shotid 181-184 Shot record number=Recordnum  SP no. SP no. 

Channel 185-188 Trace number within shot record (non-standard SEG-Y) 1 1 

Shot_peg 189-192 Source peg number (non-standard SEG-Y) - - 

Rec_peg 193-196 Receiver peg number (non-standard SEG-Y) - - 

CDP_X  197-200 CDP East (decimeters)   NZTM=Source_X /10+  1600000 Yes Yes 

CDP_Y  201-204 CDP North (decimeters) NZTM=Source_Y /10+10000000 Yes Yes 

CDP Fold 225-228 CDP Fold for this stacked trace Yes Yes 

Distance 229-232 Distance along the line (m) Yes Yes 

CDP_LONG (1/10 
s) 233-236 

Longitude of CDP in WGS 84 arc deciseconds (non-standard 
SEG-Y) 
Decimal Longitude = CDP_LONG/36000 

Yes Yes 

CDP_LAT (1/10 s) 237-240 
Latitude of CDP in WGS 84 arc deciseconds (non-standard 
SEG-Y) 
Decimal Latitude = CDP_LAT /36000 

Yes Yes 

 

                                                 
5 SP number is the record number set by the Geometric recording equipment. 
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7.2 Knudsen Chirp 3.5 kHz profiler 
 
The 3.5 kHz profiles were converted to segy using the conversion application of the 
KEB software. SEG-Y files were processed using Claritas software. The processing 
flow included correction for delays and AGC with a large window = 1000 ms to 
balance the amplitudes.  
 
Alternatively, segy files from the KEB application may be read in the SeisSee open 
source program in order to correct for delays and to do basic processing such as 
AGC and filtering.  
 
Files with extension .segy = output from Claritas 
Files with extension .sgy = raw data converted to segy. 
Files with extension .keb and .xtf = output from KEB recording software. 
 
Navigation files (extension .txt) were exported from the headers of each profile. 
These include the following information: 
 
Record number (SHOTID in the displays), Year, Day, Hour, Minute, Seconds.   
Plots (extension .tiff) were also created for all the files.  
 
Examples of processed 3.5 kHz sections are presented in Figure 17.   
 

  

 
Figure 17. Examples of 3.5 kHz data recorded on Lin e 06 on TAN1114. Upper panel 
shows sediment drape over irregular bedrock surface . Lower panel shows normal fault 
offsets of reflectors beneath gullied slope. 
 
In good conditions this system produced excellent quality data, particularly over 
gentle slopes underlain by soft sediments. As is common with high-frequency hull-
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mounted systems, lateral intervals of vertical blanking resulting from bubble sheeting 
is common on sections acquired in rough sea states. 
 
The onboard processing leads us to make two recommendations with respect to 
operational acquisition parameters for future surveys. Firstly, we recommend that 
watch-keepers make no manual changes of the amplitude gain while recording data 
in the same file, as this leads to loss of continuity in the display of the data. Secondly, 
to avoid loss of data when seafloor depth varies substantially on a single profile, the 
phase parameter should be used to increase or decrease the depth from which data 
is recorded. The range parameter should not be adjusted for this purpose, as it leads 
to offsets on data display, that are not recorded electronically in the seismic headers, 
and correcting for it during processing is not trivial.  
 
 
8. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 

 
 
8.1 Composition and Structure of the Subducting Hik urangi Plateau  
 
The new seismic reflection sections recorded across the Hikurangi Plateau image 
into the upper part of the Hikurangi Plateau volcanic basement rocks and the entire 
(~1 km) sedimentary cover with superb clarity (Figure 18). The trench sequence 
includes turbidites with various sedimentary bedforms and the giant Ruatoria debris 
flow, overlying Paleogene and older sedimentary rocks. Generally, the older 
sedimentary sequences appear to thicken away from the deformation front, whilst the 
younger trench-fill thickens towards it.  
 
Of particular interest, the data show that surrounding the prominent Gisborne Knolls, 
smaller, buried volcanic highs are widespread beneath the seabed, and that the 
surface of the volcanic basement is highly irregular. There is also tentative evidence 
of extensional faulting of the basement and older sedimentary cover sequences.  
 
From these data we expect to be able to construct a regional map of basement relief 
and total sediment thickness. Importantly, we expect to be able to make improved 
interpretations of the stratigraphic interval beneath the trench, at which the plate 
boundary subduction fault is developed. 
 
 

 
 
 
Figure 18.  Seismic section looking NE imaging tren ch sequence between deformation 
front on the left, and Gisborne Knolls on the right . 
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8.2 Tectonic Structure, Composition, and Geomorphol ogy of the 
Continental Margin (upper plate) 
 
The new coverage of high-quality EM302 multibeam data represents a substantial 
advancement in terms of resolution of seafloor geomorphology, compared to the 
1993 12 kHz multibeam data across this northern section of the subduction margin. 
By merging the new data with existing EM300 data south of the area, we now have 
near-complete coverage of the entire margin with 30 kHz data, from Mahia Peninsula 
to Ruatoria. These data provide a regional 25 m grid digital elevation model (DEM) 
over the margin, with at 10 m resolution DEM workable in the upper slope regions 
(Figure 19).  
 

 
 
Figure 19. Examples of high-resolution EM302 multib eam bathymetry data from the 
northern Hikurangi margin slope. Upper image shows abrupt subduction deformation 
front on the right.  Lower image shows channel and gully system on the mid slope 
below the Tuaheni landslide complex. 
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At a first order the data confirm previous observations that the subduction north of 
Poverty differs substantially from that to the south. Off Wairarapa, the wide (130 km), 
gently sloping (1.5°) margin, is characterized by t hick trench sediments and relatively 
smooth subducting plate, resulting in a classic imbricated, accretionary wedge. In 
contrast, the margin north of Poverty is relatively narrow (~60-65km), has a gently 
sloping-to-plateau morphology extending to 40 km offshore, and a steeper (9°) lower 
continental slope. This general morphology reflects a far more complex subduction 
system than further south, with relatively reduced trench sediment thickness and 
high-relief on the subducting Hukurangi Plateau. The margin geomorphology is 
typical of other margins characterized by thin to moderate sediment and rough crust 
subduction processes.  
 
The deformation front in the multibeam bathymetry data is an irregular thrust faulted 
ridge that is segmented somewhat in the region of the survey transect corridor, but 
essentially continuous north of the corridor. In the seismic sections, the deformation 
front is underlain by a relatively simple frontal thrust fault and associated anticlinal 
ridge. In the vicinity of the survey transect corridor, however, a narrow (up to ~15 km) 
accretionary wedge is visible, in which the trench fill and upper Hikurangi Plateau 
sequence is imbricated by complex thrust faulting. The new seismic profiles provide 
images extending up to 2.3 s two-way-travel-time below the seafloor and across the 
frontal wedge. Comparison with depth seismic data on profile 05CM-04, indicates this 
is equivalent to approximately 3 km of section.  
 
Several basement highs on the subducting Hikurangi Plateau are imaged close to or 
beneath the deformation front on the seismic sections (Figure 20). These support 
previous data from the Puke Seamount area in the southern part of the corridor. At 
least some of the basement highs are expected to have a prominent magnetic 
signature. 
 

 
 
Figure 20. Seismic section (Line 11) looking NE ima ging a buried seamount on the 
Hikurangi Plateau subducting (towards the left) ben eath the deformation front ridge. 
 
The 9°-dipping lower slope in the northern part of the region has a distinctly different 
morphology and structure to that anywhere else on the margin. The lower slope is 
characterized by a dense array of relatively small-scale, slope-parallel, linear 
structures that appear to be deforming above at least one subducted seamount. The 
inferred subducting seamount has left an indentation scar in the deformation front. 
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The middle slope is characterized by a discontinuous series of major thrust faulted 
ridges that extend along the length of the region (Figure 21). These ridges are 
prominent bathymetric features, and are cored by uplifted sequences of rock that are 
relative opaque in the seismic sections. Rock dredge samples acquired on this 
voyage indicate the foundation rocks beneath the ridges are well imbricated, and 
include a light brown calcareous siltstone, underlying compacted mudstone and 
sandstone sequences (Figure 22). It is likely that the older sequences include 
Paleogene rocks (>30 million years old), and possibly Cretaceous rocks (>65 million 
years). Dating of rock dredge samples will be undertaken by biostratigraphic 
analyses. 
 

 
 
Figure 21. Seismic section looking NE imaging a maj or thrust ridge on the continental 
slope.  
 

 
 
Figure 22. Rock dredge samples recovered from site D1, Poverty continental slope. 
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The seismic sections confirm that the upper slope is underlain immediately by a 
reflective sequence, and that few significant faults are active beneath the upper 
slope. However, the new data reveal areas characterized by arrays of small 
displacement normal faults. Their origin is uncertain at this stage.  
 
 
8.3 Landslides 
 
The multibeam bathymetry data reveals that landslides and associated gully systems 
are widespread on the margin. Whilst the new EM302 data reveals additional details 
of the Tuaheni Landslides on the upper slope off northern Povertyy Bay, they also 
reveal that other landslide systems continue along the upper slope further north. 
These range from relatively simple sheet slides that have developed on bedding 
surfaces, to more complex catchment gully systems.  
 
The heads of the upper slope landslides are commonly developed just beneath the 
shelf break, in water depths 200-300 m.  
 
The seismic sections provide new details of landslide failure depths and internal 
structure, as well as transport pathways of the debris fields downslope across the 
margin (Figure 23). 
 
 

 
 
Figure 23. Seismic section line 10B imaging details  of the Tuaheni Landslide complex.  
 
 
 
8.4 Gas Hydrates 
 
The new seismic data will be excellent for gas hydrate research on the margin. A 
discontinuous bottom simulating reflector (BSR) is widespread throughout the region. 
The BSR can be clearly recognised particularly in regions beneath the mid to outer 
slope thrust ridges. It is also present beneath the upper slope where it marks a 
distinct change in seismic amplitudes (Figure. 24). Cross-cutting stratigraphic units 
immediately beneath the BSR are commonly strongly reflective, possibly indicative of 
gas charging. On at least one seismic section (e.g., Line A), a clear double BSR is 
present (Figure 24). 
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Figure 24. Seismic section (Line A) imaging possibl e gas charged sediments beneath 
the BSR on the upper continental slope. 
 
 
 
8.5 Conclusions 
 
These new data will greatly improve our understanding of the northern Hikurangi 
subduction margin. They will underpin investigations of tectonic structure, active 
faulting, earthquake, landslide and tsunami hazard, as well as gas hydrate resources. 
They will also directly support a recent international drilling proposal to IODP to drill 
scientific boreholes into this part of the margin for investigations of subduction fault 
behaviour. 
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10. APPENDIX 1 – SURVEY ACTIVITY LOG 
 

Date 

Time 
(NZ 
daylight 
saving) Time (UTC) Lat   Long   Activity / Comment 

4th Oct 
2011 1700 0400         

Safety induction for science staff 
completed 

4th Oct 
2011 1805 0505         

Departed Wellington: Transit to Poverty 
Bay,  strong wind (40 Knts) in Cook 
Strait easing to 20 Knts east coast. 
Acquired EM302 MB data 

5th Oct 
2011 2047 0747 38 43.650 178 39.700 

Arrived offshore Poverty Bay; deployed 
Temperature mooring  

5th Oct 
2011 2207 0807 38 43.680 178 40.100 SVP deployed for water velocity 
5th Oct 
2011 2301 1001         

Completed 2nd hydrophone range to 
mooring.  

5th Oct 
2011 2310 1010         

Completed 3rd hydrophone range to 
mooring. 

5th Oct 
2011 2344 1044 38 39.250 178 38.900 

Commenced transit to start EM302 
survey, northern upper slope to shelf  

6th Oct 
2011 0755 1855 38 37.500 178 32.600 Deploying seismic streamer 
6th Oct 
2011 0907 2007 38 37.674 178 30.309 Airguns deployed  

6th Oct 
2011 1200 2300 38 36.400 178 23.100 

Redeployed seismic streamer after 
recovering and replacing last active 
section and lead-in cable 

6th Oct 
2011 1300 0000 38 34.540 178 23.650 Deployed magnetometer 
6th Oct 
2011 1354 0054 38 36.870 178 28.400 SOL LINE01 
7th Oct 
2011 0900 2000 39 13.400 179 40.900 Recovered magnetometer 
7th Oct 
2011 0958 2058 39 11.100 179 36.000 Redeployed magnetometer 

7th Oct 
2011 0107 1207 39 2.771 179 23.847 

Commenced loop on LINE01 for 
compressor maintenance 

7th Oct 
2011 0217 1317 39 2.235 179 21.840 End loop back on line 

7th Oct 
2011 0718 1818 39 13.301 179 46.478 

EOL LINE01, commence transit to 
LINE02 

7th Oct 
2011 0725 1825 39 13.587 179 47.047 start turn to SOL LINE02 
7th Oct 
2011 0752 1852 39 15.283 179 46.578 birds depth altered to 7m 
7th Oct 
2011 0810 1910 39 15.334 179 44.724 SOL LINE02 
7th Oct 
2011 0815 1915 39 15.203 179 44.460 WP Magnetometer cross over 
7th Oct 
2011 0846 1946 39 13.860 179 13.410 magnetometer aboard 
7th Oct 
2011 1000 2100 39 11.150 179 35.980 

Magnetometer deployed with 80-90m 
layback 

7th Oct 
2011 1400 0100 39 2.390 179 17.070 

EOL LINE02, commence transit to 
LINE03 

7th Oct 
2011 1639 0339 38 55.711 179 19.100 End of turn 
7th Oct 
2011 1641 0341 38 55.876 179 18.973 SOL LINE03 
7th Oct 
2011 1657 0357 38 56.828 179 18.250 Tail bouy at WP 
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7th Oct 
2011 2054 0754 39 11.980 197 6.590 

EOL LINE03, commence transit to 
LINE04 (Tail buoy) 

7th Oct 
2011 2252 0952 39 8.200 179 178.000 SOL LINE04 

8th Oct 
2011 0302 1402 38 52.152 179 12.159 

EOL LINE04, commence transit to 
LINE05 (LINE04A) 

8th Oct 
2011 0439 1539 38 53.311 179 12.288 SOL LINE04a 

8th Oct 
2011 0800 1900 38 45.223 178 58.842 

Airguns recovered after completion of 
LINE04A for airhose maintenance 

8th Oct 
2011 0912 2012 38 47.500 179 0.500 Airguns redeployed, SOL LINE05 
8th Oct 
2011 1328 0028 39 3.910 178 44.770 Magnetometer recovered 
8th Oct 
2011 1154 2254 38 57.380 178 52.350 waypoint 
8th Oct 
2011 1328 0028 39 2.984 178 46.832 EOL LINE05, magnetometer recovered 

8th Oct 
2011 0224 0124 39 2.361 178 44.672 

Straight for next line, magnetometer 
redeployed 

8th Oct 
2011 0234 0134 39 1.711 178 45.176 SOL LINE06, magnetometer deployed 
8th Oct 
2011 1947 0647 39 2.351 178 48.686 EOL LINE06 
8th Oct 
2011 1948 0648 38 46.910 178 58.484 SOL LINE6A 
8th Oct 
2011 2237 0937 38 41.510 178 49.689 

EOL LINE6A, commence transit to 
LINE07 

8th Oct 
2011 2244 0944 38 42.060 178 49.323 SOL LINE07 

8th Oct 
2011 0214 1314 38 55.435 178 40.250 

Guns disarmed for maintenance. Line 
abandoned  close to end. Trailing gear 
recovered. Commenced multibeam 
surveying, northern block. 

9th Oct 
2011 0611 1711 38 41.510 178 46.840 SVP deployed for water velocity 
9th Oct 
2011 1330  0030         

Deploying seismic streamer, guns, and 
mag 

9th Oct 
2011 1527 0227 38 44.108 178 52.336 SOL LINE7A (transit between 7 & 8) 
9th Oct 
2011 1809 0509 38 38.157 178 38.800 EOL LINE7A 
9th Oct 
2011 1857 0557 38 38.202 178 40.997 SOL LINE08 
9th Oct 
2011 2336 1036 38 57.090 178 29.690 EOL LINE08 
9th Oct 
2011 0100 1213 38 53.487 178 26.685 Straight for next line 
9th Oct 
2011 0119 1219 38 53.101 178 26.936 SOL LINE09 
9th Oct 
2011 0535 1635 38 36.819 178 39.250 EOL LINE09 
9th Oct 
2011 0622 1722 38 38.245 178 38.972 SOL LINE09A 
9th Oct 
2011 0807 1907 38 34.330 178 30.639 EOL LINE09A 
10th Oct 
2011 0903 2003 38 33.650 178 31.940 Acquisition system crash - recovered 
10th Oct 
2011 0906 2006 38 33.850 178 31.830 SOL LINE10 
10th Oct 
2011 1158 2258 38 44.966 178 23.435 EOL LINE10 
10th Oct 
2011 1200 2300 38 44.966 178 23.435 Replace valves in compressor 
10th Oct 
2011 1603 0303 38 44.092 178 23.818 SOL LINE10B 

10th Oct 
2011 1806 0506 38 51.685 178 29.765 

EOL LINE10B, guns off for compressor 
maintenace 

10th Oct 
2011 1924 0624 38 51.798 178 27.386 SOL LINE11 
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10th Oct 
2011 2003 0703 38 53.240 178 30.590 

Abandoned line, bad weather. 
Recovered MCS gear.  

10th Oct 
2011 2005 0802 38 55.234 178 33.903 

Commenced EM302 multibeam 
surveying 

13th Oct 
2011 0859 2159 38 36.700 178 48.600 

Completed multibeam survey, transit to 
dredge site D1 

13th Oct 
2011 1229 2329 38 47.27 178 44.4 Rock Dredge D1 
13th Oct 
2011 1431 0131 38 48.79 178 47.82 Rock Dredge D2 
13th Oct 
2011 1607 0307 38 49.701 178 49.672 Rock Dredge D3 
13th Oct 
2011 1850 0550 38 53.700 178 29.700 Deploying MCS  
13th Oct 
2011 1947 0647 38 52.390 178 28.900 SOL LINE 11 

14th Oct 
2011 1334 0034 39 36.570 178 33.762 

EOL LINE 11, commence transit to 
tieline 12 

14th Oct 
2011 1349 0049 39 36.530 178 33.640 SOL LINE 12 

14th Oct 
2011 2000 0700 39 7.800 179 31.230 

Compressor tripped, commence 
maintenance loop 

14th Oct 
2011 2132 0822 39 8.440 179 30.530 

Compressor tripped, same location, 
commence 2nd maintenance loop 

14th Oct 
2011 2229 0929 39 8.520 179 30.500 Ship back on waypoint to restart line 

14th Oct 
2011 2236 0936 39 8.100 179 30.700 

Compressor tripped, 3rd time. Restarted 
while on line 

14th Oct 
2011 2346 1046 39 4.156 179 34.710 EOL LINE 12.  
15th Oct 
2011 0111 1211 39 8.340 179 37.960 Transit to Line 13 
15th Oct 
2011 0414 1514 39 18.622 179 44.038 SOL LINE 13 

15th Oct 
2011 0741 1841 39 10.541 179 26.334 

Compressor failure. Recovered gear and 
transit to Dredge site D7  

15th Oct 
2011 0920 2020 39 12.910 179 37.640 

1st unsuccessful attempt at dredge site 
D7 

15th Oct 
2011 1214 2314 39 13.610 179 37.410 

2nd  unsuccessful attempt at dredge site 
D7 

15th Oct 
2011 1329 0029 39 13.610 179 37.410 

Transit back to MCS LINE13 waypoint to 
recommence line. Revell compressor. 

15th Oct 
2011 1545 0245 39 12.470 179 30.728 SOL Line 13c (continuation of Line 13) 
15th Oct 
2011 0522 1622 38 41.327 178 24.017 EOL Line 13c 
15th Oct 
2011 0524 1624 38 41.261 178 23.878 SOL Line 14 (transit line) 
15th Oct 
2011 0800 1900 38 33.740 178 35.380 EOL Line 14 
15th Oct 
2011 0817 1917 38 33.580 178 36.980 SOL Line 15 
15th Oct 
2011 1010 2110 38 35.040 178 47.850 Compressor Stop (restart ok) 
16th Oct 
2011 1429 0129 38 38.437 179 11.945 Ship at end waypoint 
16th Oct 
2011 1435 0135 38 38.529 179 12.510 EOL Line 15 
16th Oct 
2011 1624 0324 38 35.942 179 12.911 End of loop x2 
16th Oct 
2011 1624 0324 38 35.921 179 12.810 SOL Line 16 
16th Oct 
2011 1939 0639         74534 (Compressor trip) 
16th Oct 
2011 2100 0800         74777 (Compressor trip) 
16th Oct 
2011 2138 0838 38 30.460 178 43.400 EOL 16 
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16th Oct 
2011 2229 0929         75000 (Nav computer crash) 
16th Oct 
2011 2241 0941 38 26.860 178 45.960 Nav ok 
16th Oct 
2011 2244 0944         75054 (Compressor trip) 
16th Oct 
2011 2304 1004 38 26.840 178 47.710 SOL Line 17 
16th Oct 
2011 2322 1022 38 28.014 178 47.300 Streamer Straight 
16th Oct 
2011 0037 1137 38 36.357 178 41.006 Compressor trip. Restarted  
16th Oct 
2011 0208 1508 38 46.471 178 33.276 EOL Line 17 
16th Oct 
2011 0220 1520 38 46.409 178 52.401 End of turn 
16th Oct 
2011 0221 1521 38 46.326 178 32.406 SOL 18 
16th Oct 
2011     38 45.835 178 32.401 ship @ SOL WP 
16th Oct 
2011 0406 1706 38 38.305 178 32.293 Ship @ EOL WP 
16th Oct 
2011 0412 1712 38 37.905 178 32.299 EOL 18 
16th Oct 
2011 0417 1717 38 37.488 178 32.511 Compressor trip. Restarted. 
16th Oct 
2011 0507 1807         Compressor trip. Restarted. 
16th Oct 
2011 0510 1810 38 40.447 178 33.581 End of transit & turn 
16th Oct 
2011 0510 1810 38 40.469 178 33.472 SOL 19 
16th Oct 
2011 0514 1814 38 40.479 178 33.186 Ship @ SOL WP 
16th Oct 
2011 0619 1919 38 40.560 178 26.640 Tailbuoy @ EOL WP. Starting turn 
16th Oct 
2011 0718 2018 38 38.146 178 29.920 EOL Line 19. 
16th Oct 
2011 0720 2020 38 38.210 178 30.000 Transit 
16th Oct 
2011 0734 2034 38 39.250 178 30.190 SOL 20 
16th Oct 
2011 0907 2207 38 46.080 178 30.330 EOL 20 
16th Oct 
2011 0935 2235         Compressor trip. Restarted. 
16th Oct 
2011 0951 2251 38 44.990 178 29.570 Stop logging 
16th Oct 
2011 0953 2253 38 45.022 178 29.824 SOL 21 
16th Oct 
2011 1042 2342 38 45.677 178 34.278 EOL 21 
17th Oct 
2011 1126 0026 38 46.979 178 34.131 SOL 22 
17th Oct 
2011 1206 0106 38 46.853 178 29.988 Compressor trip. Restarted. 
17th Oct 
2011 1315 0215 38 46.657 178 23.316 EOL 22 
17th Oct 
2011 1405 0305 38 46.595 178 22.817 SOL 23 
17th Oct 
2011 1605 0501         Compressor trip. Restarted. 

17th Oct 
2011 2122 0822 39 5.690 178 23.930 

EOL 23; Recovered seismic gear; End of 
Seismic survey. Transit to D9 

17th Oct 
2011 2322 1022 38 58.390 178 42.790 Rock Dredge D9  

18th Oct 
2011 0015 1115 38 58.390 178 42.790 

Transit across EM302 multibeam gap, 
mid slope; Depart for Wellington 

18th Oct 
2011 1500 0200 41 27.516 178 29.267 Mooring site recovery 
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11. APPENDIX 2 – SEISMIC OPERATION LOG DURING MARIN E MAMMAL 
OBSERVATIONS 
 

The captain and officers kept watchful from the bridge during seismic operations for 
marine mammals, particularly any sign of whales, Hector or Maui dolphins, to ensure 
that the survey was undertaken in accordance with the Department of Conservations 
Code of Conduct for Seismic Operations, 2006. No such mammals were cited during 
the operations. The following table shows the Seismic Activity Log.  
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